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Wall conditioning is used in DM-D for both reduction of impurity influxes and particle control. The methods
used include: baking, pulsed discharge cleaning, hydrogen glow cleaning, helium and neon glow conditioning,
and carbonization. Helium glow wall conditioning applied before every tokamak discha,r_e has been effective
in impurity removal and particle control and has si_dficantly expanded the parameter space in which DIII-D
operates to include limiter and ohmic H-mode discharges and hi_£her _'r at low q. The highest values of divertor
plasma current (3.0 MA) and stored energy (3.6 MJ) and peaked density profiles in H-mode discharges have be_:n
obs_-ved after carbonization. Divertor physics studies in DIII-D include sweeping the X-point to reduce peak heat
loads, m_ent of particle and heat fluxes in the divertor resion , and erosion studies. The DIII-D Advanced
Divertor has been installed and bias and bs_e experiments will be_n in the fall of 1991.

1. INTRODUCTION ,

Pro_ess towards the goal of thermonuclear igni- Rmit;ing the fueling of the discharge from the plasma

tion has often been coupled with an increased under- facing sulf'aces.

standing of, cud improved control of, plazma surface A summa_ of the wa_ conditioning techniques used

interactionQ "-s which will continue to be an important in DIII-D, in the approximate chronological order in

issue in the success of the next generation of tokamak which they were applied, is shown in Table I. The fu'lt

devices such a_ CIT, ITER_ or NET. three conditioning methods are used primarily for ira-

The DIII-D tokamak isa versatiledevice(_= 0.7m, purity_moval and were initiallyappliedearlyin the

R = 1.7 m, BT = 2.1 T, Pi_ (NB + ICH + ECH) _< Lifetime of ;he machine. 8 The last three techniques can

24 MW, and inside or outside limiter, and single- or be ei_'ective for both impurity reduction and particle

double-null divertor discharges)which haz empluyed a control and were implemented after graphite coverage in

variety of wall conditioning techniques. We will discuss DIII-D was increazed from 7.5 to 31 m 2. With increased

the wall conditioning techniques employed on DIII-D graphite coverage, the wall can become the dominant

and the resulting improvements in plasma, operations, particle fueling sov_-ce unless it is properly conditioned, s

Divertor issues such as erosion, h._at fluxes, and parti-

cle fluxes in DIII-D wiJl be presented, and the DIII-D 3. WALL CONDITIONING FOR IMPURITY REDUCTION

Advanced DivertorProject(ADP) willbe discussed. The primarygoalofconditioningthetokamak after

alongopeningistoreducevolatilelow Z impurities,wa-

2. WALL CONDITIONING TECHNIQUES IN DIII-D ter,hydrocarbons,oxygen,etc.,top_t burnthrough

The wallconditioninggoalinDIII-Distwofold:re- and the desiredcurrentlevelswithoutdisruption.In

ductionof impurityinfluxduringtokamak discharges DIII-D bakin_to_<450°Cinnerwalland _<350°Couter

and particlecontrolofhydrogen(iuthispaperhydro- w_d.listhe fu-Jtmethod of conditioningaftera ma-

gen isused to refertoboth hydrogenand deuterium), chineopeningonce the globalleak r,".tehas been re-

Reducing impurityinfluxcan consistofremoving ira- duced to <I0-4 T-L/sec. Afterbaking,Taylorpulsed

purityatoms such as oxygen and carbon as gasesor dischargecleaning(TDC) inhydrogen beginswhilethe

coveringhigh Z plasma facingsurfaceswith a.low Z vesselisbeingbaked. AfterTDC and baking,toka,.

material,e.g.carbonization.Particlecontrolinvolves mak dischargescan commence but baking and TDC
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Table (
Conditioning Techniques in DIIi-D

Technique Main Benefit When Applied Typical Parameters Improvements in Tokamak Discharges

Baking Impurity removal. After machine To <450°C inside Used primarily in conjunction
desorb H2 for opening isotope, wall, <350°C with other techniques.
lower recycling changeover, low outside wall

r_c:ycling

Taylor type Oxygen and After machine lp _, I0 kA, Baseline conditioning technique
pulsed discharge hydrocarbon opening VLOOP 15 V, ur_=dextensively through 1987
cleaning (TDC) removal P "- 0.1-0.2 mT (abs) and after machine openings.

H2 or D2

Hydrogen glow Impurity removal After a disruption I _< 8 A, Enhances recovery after
di_harge (followed by V --, 250-400 V disruptions_
cleaning HeG"VVC)or after

machine opening)

Helium glow Hydrogen Rout;inetyapplied Tw=di "_ 20-400C After routine application:
wall conditioning d_orption before every V,=ode = 300-500 V - Lower recycling and _e (ohmic)
(HeG'WC) (lower recycling) tokamak discharge _=aoda"" 1-7 A, typ. - Observation of ohmic H-mode

and impuri_ r_ (_< 8/_A/cm 2) - Observation of limiter H-mode
removal P -,, ].-.4.mTorr - Faster disruption recovery

- Reliabte low q operation
(lewding t;o hi_her achievable L3T)

Neon (Argon) Attempt; to Low recycling Hydrogen recycling is reduced
glow discharge reduce recycting experiments but radiated power from neon
conditioning and control _= (Argon) retained in the walls limits

during H,_node its effectiveness.

Carbonization Reduce metal Before high 30-80 nm carbon Peaked densiW profile= observed
impuri W influx, current operation film applied to during H--mode, 3 MA double-null
especially during etl ptasma facing discharges obtained and highe_
H-mode discharges surface= then vahJe=of stored energy, (3.5 MJ 1.

bake t:o350°C

are employed between sessions of tokamak discharges have been described elsewhere, s Removed. e_ciency 0.f-

until reproducible discharges with low radiated power ter a disruption can be further enhanced by a short

(Pr_/Pi_ --< 0.4) are routinely obtained without d_s- session of hydrogen glow cleaning (typicaLly 3 minutes)

mlptions. Recently, hydroget, glow discharge condition- followed by HeGWC (typicaLly 3 to 4 minutes). The

ing has been substitutedforTDC during vent recovery tech.tuquesdescribed above are effectivein reducing the

periods. The amount o£ vesselconditioning v-_es de- in.fluxo£ low Z impurities, namely carbon and oxy-

pending upon the len_h o£ the machine opening and gen. However meta.[ impurity in.flux wa.q observed in

the work inside the vessel. For example a 6 week vent DIII-D high current (lp > 2 MA) discharges. During

(Dec. 1989 - Jan. 1990) required 40 hours o<, baking, the H-mode phase of such discha_es, the fraction of ra-

---J0 hours of hydrogen glow cleaning, and 36 tokamak dialed power approached unity and radiation collapse

discharges, before _he ria'st beam heated H-mode dis- occurred }.ending to the loss of H-mode confinement.

charge was acbjeved. Carbonization of the DIII-D vessel has proven effec-

Impurity r_mova_ is also important after a disrup- tire in red_zcing the influx of metallic impurities and in

tion or when developing plasma conflgaxrat, ion j in which reducing tiie fraction of radiated power in high current

plasma wall interactions occur in a new area of the H-mode discharges. Carbonization of the DIII-D yes-

vessel. The application of helium glow Conditioning sel followed procedures similar to those used on TEX-

(HeGWC) with Tw_l -,, 20-40°C before every tokamak TOR. v's An amorphous carbon layer was deposited tint-

discharge has proven effective in removing impurities ing a glow session with elevated wa.Ll temperatures,

under such conditions. The details of the glow system T, -,- 150°C, using a methane/helium gas mixture and
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an average wall current of 8 /gA cm -2 Baking of the ,_

vessel to 350°C following the carbonization and He glow

ow_dl conditioning between tokamak discharges gave low _'_

recycLing walls, and no loss of the ability to control the _ '_

density with cold gas fueling. Central metal accumula- x _.

tion during 2 MA H-mode discharges was decreased by _,, ,..
a factor of 30 compared to precarbonization discharges. O

Aftercarbonization,highcurrent(up to3 MA) double- o " (a)' + /

nulldivertordischargeswere routinelyobtainedand a ' _'
, O

toroidal beta of 5% at ithe maximum toroidal field, 2. i T,

,
was achieved. }_. i

| i

4. WALL CONDITIONING FOR PARTICLE CONTROL a_==, ::
Aftertheinstallationof31m 2 (40%)graphitecover- ._

age inDIII-D,particlefuelingfrom thewallswas large _ L

enough thatH-mode dischargescouldnotbeobtained._ _ L_.
The graphitetiles(Union Carbidetype UCAR 1792) e_

now coverallplasma facingsurfacesin DIII-D which I000.0 z200.0 2S(,O.0

TIME (mace)
is subject to high heat fluxes. These surfaces include

the entire floor, ceiling, inner wall, and areas of poten-
FIGURE 1.

tialneutralbeam shinethrough.Heliumglowdischarges (a)Totalelectroncontentinadiverted,2.0MA, 2.1T,5.8MW

were initiated before each tokamak discharge to desorb O° _ D+, dischargeinferredfrom 3 chordsof an interferome-
ter. The dashedcu,'veshowstl_eexponentialfit to density rise.

hych'ogenand reducewallfuel.ing.After implementing The initialslopeofdensityincreaseattheL-H transitionisirl-
dicated by the dotted line. (b) Oa emiccionfrom the divertor

HeGWC, particlecontrolwas su_cientlyimproved to regionshowingtheH-mode transitionandthefirsttwo ELMs
re-establish H-mode discharges and limiter and ohmic (solid curve) and neutral beam power (dashed curve).

H-modes were obtained. Low q disruptions were re-

duced and disruption recovery during post vent phases

or high current conditioning was achieved more rapidly where N is the total mtmber of plasma particles and

than without HeGWC. s t' -- t -- tL_ H and hence,

Although wall fueling was reduced with HeGWC dAr

there can still be a large uncontrolled rise in density d_t(t' = 0)= &Ne/rN (2)

dm'ing the H-mode phase of the discharge as shown
From global particle balance,

iu Figure 1. This density rise can limit the maximum

stored energy since theedge density and pre_sure gradi- dN. N,

ents increase t,mti] edge localized modes (ELMs) appear, d--t-- Pbeara = ----r_ ' (3)

Edge pressure gra.dients can approach the stability limit where 7"_- rp/(1 - R) and ["beam is the beam fueling in

for ballooning modes and this may be respons!ble for the particles/see. For simplicity we have assumed Z_ff = 1

onset of at least some types of ELMs in DIII-D. t° An and no external gas fueling (which is the case during

estimate of the effect of wall fueling during the H-mode neutral beam injection). The value of rN inferred from

phase can be obtained by observing the initial rate of this fit should not be interpreted as rp since the recy-

density rise after the L to H transition. As shown in Fig- cling coefficient, R(()can change as a function of time

ure 1, the rate of density rise from the L-H transition (T_ and Ti are monot.onically increasing ove_, the time

until the first ELM can be fit with good approximation of the fit in Figure 1). From Eq. (3) the effectiveness of

by an exponential function of the form', conditioning on the:recycling coefficient can be evalu-

ated by observing @ - Pb_,,m at the L to H transition

N_ = Neo + AN_ (1 - e -¢/_N , (1) for discharges with similar parameters. A reduction in



fueling hsa been achieved after carbonization and bak- _,_ o ,,

ing and is shown in Figure 2. There i..a decrease of more _ ¢_ --1 * Post carbonization I'

Ithan a factor of 2 in _ -rb.._ after carbonization ecar onization

and D= emissionisreducedby a factorof,--,5.These

postcarbonizationdJ.schargesalsoexhibita peakingin

the density profile during H--mode, plotted in Figure 3. _ I '_, L _. ,, I

Density peddng is an important issue in reactors such "_ _ _ _£_,_ I'' '
asCIT, ITER, and NET becausefusionreactionsoccur

......i
primaxily at the center of a discharge and the fusion 1_ '

yield is enhanced ira peaked density profile can be ob- _ t_

tainedwithouta degradationin the ion temperature.

The effect of reduced wall after' ,_

and baking has lasted,,,40dischargesand then both o I l , I ,
0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1

wallfuelingand H-mode densityprofilesreturntotheir Normalizedradius/.9pre-carbonizationcharacteristics.

FIGURE 3.
5. PLASMA.DIVERTOR INTERACTION Densityprofilesare more peaked;mrned;atelyafter carbonize-

Plasma surfaceinteractionsin the divertorregion tion and baking when comparedto similar dischargeswith
higher recycling(from Ref. 8). p is the normalizedplasma

axe an important issuefor ITER and CIT where heat radius in flux space.

loads and paxticle fluxes have the potential for signifi-

cant erosion and impurity influx, zz DIII-D has success-

fully demonstrated divertor sweeping by moving the di- redeposition in the divertor region. From ex-situ pro-

Vertor strike points during the discharge. This has aver- filometry measurements of graphite tiles after "..2000

aged theheatand particlefluxesoveramuch largermea discharges,theneterosionmeasured issignificantl_'re-

and reducedthemaximum heatfluxby up toa factor duced when compared tocode calculationswithoutre-

of3.TM Studieshave alsobeen initiatedon erosionand deposition,zsAlthoughtheanalysisisstillinprogress,it

appearsthatredepositioninDIII-D isa largeeffectand

must be includedincalculatingerosionrates.Heat and
O

,_ particle fluxes in the divertor region have been measured

with an infraredand a c_mcra viewingH= emissionre-

Before Carbonlzatl0n ...'_ spectively. In genetnd, for sin_e null diverted discharges
..fir ........

x = ....... with the grad B drift toward the divertor, we fred that
_p - ..°...°*

"" particle fluxes are highest at the inner strike point and
| 9"......

heat fluxes are highest at the outer strike point.Z4 This
r.. isalsoconsistentwith ex-situexternalion beam mea-

'i1
' ¢ ¢ C surements of divertor tiles exposed to discharges in two

T
After Carbonization successive campaigns (1000 and 3500 discharges respec-

tively) which show the highestarealConcentrationof
deuterium,2-3.5× 10zscm2,inthe regionoftheinneri

0.0 s.o 10.0 strikepoint,zs
Pbeam(MW)

5. THE DIII-D ADVANCED DIVERTOR PROJECT

FIGURE 2. As discussedin Section2,particlecontrolduringParticlefuelingat the L to H transition inferredfrom fits to
thedensityrise[Figure1 and Eq.(2)]beforeand aftercar- H-mode isdifficultto accomplishinDIII-D. An ad-
bonizationfor dischargeswith similarshapesand target densi-
ties (lp = 2 MA, BT = 2 T, Nte°t --- 1.2 x 10zt cm -3, and vanced divertor system shown in Figure 4 has been in-

Zx = -126 ca). stalled in DIII-D. The system consists of a toroidally
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.<Yz('.// ./7/'7 Z impurities but also particle control of hydrogen and

x//__ ;/ reduction of metal impurity influxes by carbonization.
t.Jt._t ld'_

,_,#y///////F-'-,_,,._, .-_ )x / / New methods of particle control are planned to further

/ L ate. These include: boron_zation to realize longer term

// o, _ met_lic impurity control and oxygen reduction, the bi-

"x\\\_// ".,

o.,,,_,T _X....'_ and the pumped divertorto actively remove hydrogen

_, _ during a discharge. Chax_cterization of the divertorregion is an important paxt of the DIII-D experimen-

ta/planmad continuingstudiesareplannedtomeasure

particlefluxes,recycling,heatloadingand erosion.

FIGURE 4.
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